The recent introduction of chronotaxic systems provides the means to describe 1 nonautonomous systems with stable yet time-varying frequencies which are resistant to 2 continuous external perturbations. This approach facilitates realistic characterization of the 3 oscillations observed in living systems, including the observation of transitions in dynamics 4 which were not considered previously. The novelty of this approach necessitated the 5 development of a new set of methods for the inference of the dynamics and interactions 6 present in chronotaxic systems. These methods, based on Bayesian inference and detrended 7 fluctuation analysis, can identify chronotaxicity in phase dynamics extracted from a single 8 time series. Here, they are applied to numerical examples and real experimental EEG data.
Introduction
(a) (b) that for any initial condition x 0 at time t 0 the solution of the system asymptotically approaches the time-dependent steady state x A , a condition of forward attraction for x A is the following, lim t→+∞ |x(t, t 0 , x 0 ) − x A (t)| = 0.
(2)
This condition can only be satisfied when the chronotaxic system is not perturbed. However, taking into account the time-dependence of x A (t), this condition is not satisfactory in terms of defining the time-dependent point attractor. Any solution x(t, t 0 , x 0 ) which satisfies (2) with given x A (t) can also be considered as a time-dependent point attractor. Moreover, when dealing with living systems, it is crucially important to describe stability at the current time t and not in the infinite future. This problem is resolved by employing a condition of pullback attraction, which should also be satisfied by x A (t) in a chronotaxic system, lim
One can see, that this condition defines a time-dependent point attractor at current time t. Considering the condition (3) at all times t > −∞, it follows that the time-dependent point attractor should also satisfy the invariance condition, i.e. the condition that x A is a solution of the system (1),
Equations (2) there should be a contraction region C(t) such that for any two trajectories x 1 , x 2 of a system inside the 86 contraction region x i (t, t 0 , x 0i ) ∈ C(t), i = 1, 2, the distance between them can only decrease, 87 d dt |x 1 (t, t 0 , x 01 ) − x 2 (t, t 0 , x 02 )| < 0.
However, in general the contraction region C(t) can be finite, and different trajectories can eventually 88 leave this region. Therefore, in a chronotaxic system the contraction region should contain a finite area 89 A , A ⊂ C, such that solutions of the system starting in A never leave it, ∀t 0 < t, ∀x 0 ∈ A (t 0 ), 90
x(t, t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ A (t). In such a case, fulfillment of these conditions guarantees that the time-dependent 91 point attractor x A is located inside the area A inside the contraction region C. 92 Alternatively, the trajectory x A (t) can be viewed as a linearly attracting uniformly hyperbolic trajectory [13] , so that the distance between a neighboring trajectory and x A (t) can only decrease in an unperturbed chronotaxic system. For more details and for relations between chronotaxic and other dynamical systems see Ref. [12] . A simple example of an unperturbed chronotaxic system is given by unidirectionally coupled phase oscillators with unwrapped phase ϕ x ∈ (−∞, ∞) driven by a phase have been applied in order to attempt to treat time-variability in data, but these potentially lose crucial 144 information. For example, in phase space reconstruction, the window may not be of a sufficient size 145 to capture the whole of the attractor, or its variations in time. Application of the Fourier transform to 146 nonstationary data will result in a blurred or misleading power spectra, severely limiting its usefulness.
147
The windowing approach has been applied here with some success, in the form of the Short Time Fourier 148 transform (STFT), but the use of windowing leads to limitations; the better the time resolution, the 149 worse the frequency resolution (known as the Gabor limit [16] optimal method to use depends on the characteristics of the data, as detailed below.
182
It is possible to detect whether a system is chronotaxic or not by observing the distribution of the fluctuations in the system relative to its unperturbed trajectory. This comes from the fact that if the original distribution of the perturbations is known, then the stability of the system relative to the unperturbed trajectory (which by definition follows the time-dependent point attractor in a chronotaxic system) can be determined from how these perturbations grow or decay over time. For example, take the non-chronotaxic phase oscillator [24]φ
where ω 0 (t) is the time-dependent natural frequency and the observed phase ϕ x is perturbed by noise fluctuations η(t). Integrating we find,
Assuming that ω 0 (t) > 0 and η(t) is an uncorrelated Gaussian process, this means that the dynamics of ϕ x will consist of a monotonically increasing phase perturbed by a random walk noise (Brownian motion). However, the situation is different for a chronotaxic phase oscillator, e.g.
where ϕ p is an external phase and |ε| > 1. In this case the stability provided by the point attractor 
where Ψ(s, t) is the mother wavelet, which is scaled according to the parameter s to change its frequency distribution and time-shifted according to t. The Morlet wavelet is a commonly used mother wavelet and is defined as [28],
where the corresponding frequency is given by 1/s and f 0 is a parameter known as central frequency With the estimated perturbed phase ϕ * x extracted, further work is needed to obtain the unperturbed 204 phase ϕ A * x . In particular, it is difficult to separate the dynamics corresponding to ϕ A x from the effect of 205 the noise perturbations η(t). This task is simplified by assuming that the dynamics of ϕ A x are confined 206 to timescales larger than a single cycle and that the noise is either weak or comparable in magnitude to 207 these dynamics.
208
With these assumptions, an estimate of ϕ A x can be found by filtering out high-frequency components 209 of ϕ * x . However, such a filter should not smooth over the dynamics of ϕ A
x . An optimal way of removing 210 these high-frequency noise fluctuations without affecting the unperturbed dynamics is to instead smooth 211 over the frequency extracted from the wavelet transform [15] . This provides the estimated angular 212 velocityφ A x , which can in turn be integrated over time to give the estimated phase of the driver ϕ A * x .
213
For further methodological details on phase extraction see Section 4.2. coupling functions between ϕ * x and ϕ A * x may reveal the dynamic mechanisms of the system in terms of 220 chronotaxicity. Bayesian inference is able to track time-dependent system parameters, meaning that it is 221 particularly useful for the detection of chronotaxicity in systems which move in and out of a chronotaxic 222 state.
223
Following extraction of phases from the continuous wavelet transform, as described in Section 3.3, 224 we assume their dynamics is described by [14,20,21]
where ω i is the natural frequency of the oscillation, f i (ϕ i ) are the self-dynamics of the phase,
are the cross couplings, and ξ(t) is a two-dimensional white Gaussian noise
Based on the periodic nature of the system, the basis functions are modeled using the Fourier bases
and
where k, r, s = 0. In practice, it is reasonable to assume that the dynamics will be well described by a 230 finite number of Fourier terms, denoted A i,k (ϕ i , ϕ j ). The corresponding parameters fromã i andb i then 231 form the parameter vector c (i) k . The inference of these parameters utilises Bayes' theorem,
where p X (M|X ) is the posterior probability distribution and (X |M) is the likelihood function for the 233 values of the model parameters M given the data X , and p prior (M) is a prior distribution. The negative 234 log-likelihood function is 
These are calculated within a moving time window, with the posterior of each window becoming 
where
are the Euclidean norms of the parameters. The odd parameters correspond to the coupling terms inferred 246 for ϕ 1 in the direction 2 → 1, and the even parameters correspond to the coupling terms inferred for ϕ 2 in 247 the direction 1 → 2. See [32] for further details and an in depth tutorial on dynamical Bayesian inference 248 and its implementation.
249
In summary, Bayesian inference is applied to ϕ * x and ϕ A * x , following their extraction from the time 250 series (see Section 3.3). The time-evolution of the coupling parameters for each phase is inferred and 251 these are used to determine the synchronization state of the system, and the direction of coupling between 252 the phases. In a chronotaxic system we require the driver and response systems to be almost or fully 253 synchronized, and also that the direction of coupling is only from the driver ϕ A x to ϕ x .
Phase fluctuation analysis 265
Phase fluctuation analysis is effective even when ϕ x and ϕ p are almost synchronized. Given the 266 estimates of ϕ x and ϕ A x , the next step is to analyse ∆ϕ x = ϕ * x −ϕ A * x to find the distribution of fluctuations 267 in the system relative to the unperturbed trajectory. The scaling of these fluctuations is determined by the self-similarity parameter α, where fluctuations at 273 timescales equal to t/a can be made similar to those at the larger timescale t by multiplying with the 274 factor a α .
275
In order to calculate α the time series ∆ϕ x is integrated in time and divided into sections of length n. For each section the local trend is removed by subtracting a fitted polynomial -usually a first order linear fit [6, 33] . The root mean square fluctuation for the scale equal to n is then given by
where Y (t) is the integrated and detrended time series and N is its length. The fluctuation amplitude In all cases ω x,p = 2π, h = 0.001, L = 1000 seconds and σ = 0.3. ε = 5 and 0 in the chronotaxic and non-chronotaxic cases, respectively. DFA exponents, α, are shown. The DFA exponent of (f) incorrectly suggests the system is non-chronotaxic. To distinguish between a non-chronotaxic system and a chronotaxic system with phase slips, the delayed distributions were calculated (see Section 3.5) in the non-chronotaxic (g) and chronotaxic (h) case. chronotaxicity. Here, we illustrate this characteristic using the simplest realisation of a chronotaxic 299 system, two unidirectionally coupled oscillators (see Fig. 1 
Application of inverse approach methods
where ϕ p and ϕ x are the instantaneous phases of the driving and the driven oscillators, respectively, 301 ω p > 0 and ω x > 0 are the natural frequencies of the oscillators, ε > 0 is the strength of the coupling and 302 η is white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = √ 2E where η(t) = 0, η(t)η(τ ) = δ(t − τ )E.
303
Note that when ε = 0 the system is reduced toφ x = ω x + η(t) and becomes non-chronotaxic; when 304 η = 0 and ε > |ω x − ω p | the system becomes chronotaxic with ϕ A x (t) = ϕ p (t) + arcsin((ω p − ω x )/ε).
305
The system was integrated using the Heun scheme [15], with an integration step of 0.001 and noise and ω x t in the chronotaxic and non-chronotaxic cases, respectively) from the perturbed phase ϕ x , as 308 obtained numerically. DFA analysis was then performed on ∆ϕ x , with exponents shown in Fig. 2 .
309
The values of the exponents demonstrate the differences in the noise distributions between chronotaxic 310 and non-chronotaxic systems. In the chronotaxic case, the noise is closer to white, whereas in the 311 non-chronotaxic case it is closer to a random walk. It is this difference which is exploited in the PFA 312 method.
313
In many systems, particularly those originating from nature, there will be more than one oscillation 314 present in a signal, with different chronotaxicity characteristics. To test the PFA method in the case of 315 multiple modes a signal containing two distinct oscillations was simulated, with dynamics described by In single variable time series obtained from real dynamical systems, it is highly unlikely that the 326 observed dynamics will result from a simple, unidirectional constant coupling as described above.
327 Rather, the system may be influenced by continuous perturbations, couplings to other oscillators, and 328 temporal fluctuations in chronotaxicity. Here, we demonstrate the applicability of the described inverse 329 approach methods to these more complex cases. We model a system of two bidirectionally coupled
with drivers ϕ p1 and ϕ p2 , and ω p1 (t) = 2π − 0.5 sin(2π0.005(t)) and ω p2 (t) = π − 0.5 cos(2π0.005(t)). was extracted with f 0 = 2 and smoothed using a polynomial fit (red line), whilst ϕ * x2 was extracted from the wavelet transform with f 0 = 0.5 (grey line). Bayesian inference was applied, using a time window of 90 seconds. The inferred direction of coupling can be seen in (c). Positive values show coupling from the driver to the oscillator only. (d) I sync was calculated and shows excellent agreement with changes in ε 3 . I chrono was also calculated, and was slightly less accurate due to the direction of coupling becoming negative very briefly, due to reduced information flow between systems to accurately infer parameters during synchronization.
parameter f 0 may also be increased to provide greater distinction between oscillatory modes, but this will 365 be at the expense of time resolution. It should be noted that modes must be separable in time-frequency 366 representations in order for these inverse approach methods to be applicable. 367 One fundamental assumption of chronotaxicity is that the system under consideration is oscillatory.
368
Although the presented methods can be applied to any extracted phases, one should take great care to 369 ensure that these phases correspond to a true oscillatory mode, otherwise all results will be meaningless.
370
In the numerical simulations presented here, we predetermine the characteristics of the oscillations which 371 are present, and ensure that they are not concealed by noise, allowing their successful extraction directly 372 from the wavelet transform. These extracted phases can be verified using the specified parameters as a 373 reference signal, and thus we can be confident with the final results. On the contrary, in real experimental 374 data, the first question must be whether the signal contains any significant oscillations at all. To determine 375 whether this is the case, the recently developed method of nonlinear mode decomposition (NMD) may be 376 used. NMD is an adaptive, time-frequency representation based decomposition tool, which decomposes 377 any given signal into a set of physically meaningful oscillations (if present) and residual noise. In the 378 detection of chronotaxicity, the crucial advantage of NMD over other decomposition methods, such as empirical mode decomposition (EMD) or bandpass filtering, is its use of surrogate data testing in order (f) ∆ϕ x was calculated as ϕ * x − ϕ A * x . The DFA exponent was calculated and was 1.57, suggesting that the system is not chronotaxic. Checking for phase slips in (g) shows no change in distribution. accurately traced in time. Another, rarely considered, issue when tracing instantaneous frequencies in 479 time is the presence of high harmonics in the signal. Narrow restriction of the frequency range will 480 remove these harmonics, and thus remove valuable intra-cycle phase information. This issue has been 481 addressed directly by the introduction of nonlinear mode decomposition [35] . The inverse approach 482 methods applied here take into account all these issues in order to accurately extract the instantaneous 483 phase of brain oscillations.
484
In order to demonstrate the method and search for evidence of chronotaxicity in the phase dynamics 485 of brain waves we applied phase fluctuation analysis to a real EEG signal. The EEG of an anaesthetised 486 subject was recorded for 20 minutes at 1200 Hz ( Fig.7(a) ). The signal was resampled to 100 Hz by 487 splitting the time series into windows, and setting their mid-point to their mean. As expected, strong 488 oscillations were observed in the alpha and delta frequency bands. Nonlinear mode decomposition (see 489 Section 4.2) extracted the oscillatory mode around 10 Hz in the alpha frequency band and identified it 490 as physically meaningful through surrogate testing (Fig.7(c) ). The instantaneous frequency of this mode 491 was then smoothed using a moving average of 4 seconds. This value was chosen to provide the best Indeed, phase-amplitude coupling has been demonstrated during anaesthesia [56] , meaning that the 533 current inverse approach methods may be insufficient to determine chronotaxicity in this system. As they currently stand, the inverse approach methods for the detection of chronotaxicity are only 550 applicable in systems in which the amplitude and phase dynamics are separable, as they are applied 551 directly to the extracted phases of the system, and all amplitude information is discarded. This 552 assumption is valid if considering that the amplitude dynamics of a chronotaxic system corresponds 553 to the convergence of the system to the limit cycle, influenced only by a negative Lyapunov exponent 554 and external perturbations, whilst the phase dynamics corresponds to convergence to the time-dependent 555 point attractor, which is also characterized by a negative Lyapunov exponent and external perturbations, 556 but also the motion of the point attractor itself [14] . As it is this point attractor in phase dynamics 557 which we are interested in, separation of amplitude and phase follows naturally. Using this approach, 558 an example of chronotaxic dynamics was succesfully demonstrated in a real system, in the case 559 of heart rate variability [14] . However, in generalized chronotaxic systems [12], the amplitude 560 and phase are not required to be separable, providing even greater applicability to real systems, 561 allowing amplitude-amplitude and amplitude-phase interactions, in addition to the phase-phase dynamics 562 considered in [10, 11] . Therefore, the incorporation of the ability to identify these new possibilities for 563 chronotaxicity is crucial in the further development of these inverse approach methods. This will then 564 provide the means to detect chronotaxicity in systems where amplitude and phase are not separable, 565 as previously discussed in the case of brain dynamics (see Section 4.3). The current definition of 566 chronotaxicity is based on a time-varying point attractor, exerting influence over a system such that it can 567 remain stable despite continuous external perturbations. Numerical results presented here assume that 568 this point attractor results from a single oscillatory drive system, acting on a maximum of two coupled 569 oscillators. However, as highlighted in the brain dynamics example, in reality we must consider that this point attractor could result from multiple interacting influences, for example a network of oscillators, 571 perhaps acting as one synchronized drive system.
572
Regardless of the mechanisms of the underlying oscillations, if they manifest as a point attractor,
